Guaranteed eating quality
and better livestock systems
are key issues
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The problem to solve
Nowadays, the livestock and meat sectors are facing new
and important challenges:
• increasing production of animal products (to satisfy
the needs of the increasing human population)
• coupled with a lower footprint to protect the
environment;
• and addressing societal needs in terms of animal
welfare and product quality for the consumer
Scollan, Greenwood, Newbold, Yanez Ruiz, Shingfield, Wallace, Hocquette,
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The definition of quality
Intrinsic quality refers to the characteristics of the product
itself and includes sensory traits (e.g. tenderness, flavor,
juiciness, overall liking), safety, healthiness, convenience,
etc.
Extrinsic quality refers to traits which are associated with
the product, namely (i) production system characteristics
(from the animal to the processing stages including for
example animal welfare and carbon footprint), and (ii)
marketing variables (including price, brand name,
distribution, origin, packaging, labelling, and traceability)
Reviewed by Luning, Marcelis & Jongen, 2002; Grunert, Bredahl, & Brunso, 2004.
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Consumers want to buy guaranteed meal results!

Conformation score

Fatness score

Unfortunately, beef price in Europe depends
on carcass weight, conformation and fatness, NOT on beef quality

But consumers do not eat carcasses
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The 3G system inspired by the MSA system
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Prediction of beef eating quality from
animal and carcass traits
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Prediction of beef quality in Australia:
the Meat Standards Australia (MSA) system
Prediction
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Goods and services derived from livestock
farming
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Goods and services from livestock in France
Dumont B. (ed.), Dupraz P. (ed.),.
ROLE, IMPACTS AND SERVICES
PROVIDED BY EUROPEAN LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION. Collective scientific
assessment. INRA (France). .
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Grassland-dominant areas
(the world area of Pasture and
Fodder Crops represent 26% of
the world land area and 70% of
the world agricultural area )
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Win–win strategies between environmental
value and economic efficiency
Bovine gross margin
(“€/UGBb” = €/LU)
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High variability :
▪ from 7 to 15 for GHG emissions
▪ from 150 to 550 for gross margin

Farms
- the most efficient on an
economic basis
- are also the most efficient
in terms of GHG emissions

Veysset et al., 2014. Ecosystems & Environment 188, 180–191.
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Regenerative agriculture and agroecology

A diverse diet with plant and animal products

Crops for humans and grass for animals

Farm animals

Soils enriched with manure from animals
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Conclusions
The drivers of meat consumption are
more and more numerous and complex
Consistent eating quality, price, societal issues (welfare,
environment, etc) & transparency are key issues for
consumer trust
Some meat alternatives (especially cultured meat) are
over-simplified solutions
Prediction of eating quality is improving and it will be part
of the solution because eating is a pleasure
Regenerative agriculture & agroecology are key solutions
Reducing food waste and having more balanced diets are
also key solutions
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